01 jeep cherokee headlights

Bought this vehicle brand new. The headlights suck and Jeep doesn't care that you can't see at
night. I'll never buy a car again without test driving at night. It's sad that Jeep won't man up and
fix this problem. It's dangerous and I hope that a class action lawsuit happens. I'm so
disappointed in Jeep. Should of went with Kia because we're done with Jeep. Tears from getting
screwed on this suv. Overall I love the vehicle. I did wind up replacing every bulb in the vehicle
because I can't stand the look of yellow incandescent bulbs, plus visibility at night LED K bulbs
really stand out. Attempting to find a fix for the problem? The headlights are not bright at all. I
keep my lights on high beam at night and no one ever flashes their lights at me to turn them
down. On back roads that I travel they are awefull. When you test drive a vehicle you don't drive
them at nigh,t so you never know how the head lights are. I am driving to Florida and I don't
think I should be responsible to have the head lights replaced. It should be the responsibilities
of Jeep to pay for replacement of the lights. It is a real safety factor. Thank you Wanda. I bought
a new Jeep Cherokee and all was good until I drove it at night where there isn't an abundance of
street lights. The illumination is so dim.. I can't believe this is on a new car. I took it to my local
dealership and they said they get complaints about it but there is nothing they can do. They did
check out the lights and said they are in working order and agree This is more than just a
hassle. I can't see to drive safely at night, in the rain, snow or fog. And no it isn't my eyes. My
previous cars lit up the night. Driving on country back roads as I have to do is now just
frightening and dangerous. Chrysler has changed the lights on the Do something for those of
us that are left with this mess before a tragedy happens. From the first time I drove at night, I
noticed that the visibility of the headlights were poor. I thought it was just my vehicle. I started
researching on-line, ways to improve the headlights. I found numerous complaints of the same
problem as I researched. Therefore, I feel Chrysler should do something about this before
something serious happens. We barely missed colliding with over 35 different deer encounters
in a twenty mile stretch. Also, we had difficulty visually picking up side streets at night in small
towns with no street lights or reflectorized signs. Also, what lighting our jeep provides, is too
narrow beamed. It does not adequately illuminate the shoulder area to the driver's right. Also,
under normal night driving situations, the headlights of oncoming traffic significantly over
power our jeep's lighting making staying in our lane even more difficult. These headlight
SUCK!!! It's not that bad when its clear night but any kind of overcast or drizzle of rain and I'm
trying to guess where the lines on the road are at. I called the dealership where I bought this
"vehicle" and they said that I would have to find someone who does aftermarket upgrades to
install a brighter bulb I'm sure this would void my warranty I'm almost positive. This is my
second Jeep and my last my first was a Jeep Cherokee. I was in love with it, This one not so
much. Update from Oct 26, : Update! I actually don't have HID on this Cherokee almost after a
year of searching and trying to find out if someone else had the same problem Turns out they
are Halogen projector headlights!!! No freakin wonder!!! So if you go to your local Autozone or
O'Reily's you can get the replacement bulb. But have developed a problem the last six months
with the Left turn signal going out about once or twice a week Can't get a break with this dang
car! I find my New Jeep Cherokee a First class car in Every way, but in short the Headlights are
so poor on High or low beam is very bad from a safety point. I left the dealer and that night I
proceed to check out my head lights they were no better. I called the dealer They tell me all they
can do is install stronger bulbs at my expense, good lord the car is new and i Have to pay extra
to see where I am going in the dark I dont think so. Scotpat execulink. If you have a for-profit
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Compare. They offer superior visibility, safety and durability, making it the most advanced LED
headlight available on the market today. Mopar's LED headlights draw 67 percent less power
than those standard halogen lights and throw a more accurate beam, plus they have an almost
unlimited lifespan. Replace those dull, dim headlights with high-tech European photo-metrics
by Hella. Replaceable halogen bulbs create up to twice the brilliance with a high-beam range of

an additional quarter mile and the replaceable bulbs last longer too. Stock replacement.
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vehicle to replace it with a new one. Fit in the new headlight assembly. Fix the new headlight
into place and make sure that the screws, clips, or retainer springs are sealed. Reconnect the
wiring that was unplugged from the assembly. Put back the grille and other components that
you removed. Seal them back into place. Test the new assembly. Skip to main content. Buy
new:. FREE delivery: March 1 - 4. Ships from: autosaver Sold by: autosaver In Stock. Add to
Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and
privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn
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Protection Plan:. No deductibles or added costs. Parts, labor and shipping included. Drops,
spills and cracked screens covered from day one for portable products only. Other breakdowns
covered after the manufacturer's warranty expires. If we can't repair it, we'll replace it or
reimburse the purchase price with an Amazon e-gift card. Plans are only valid for new or
certified refurbished products purchased in the last 30 days with no pre-existing damage.
Protection plan documents will be delivered via email within 24 hours of purchase. Add No
Thanks. Save with Used - Like New. Ships from: Amazon. Sold by: Amazon Warehouse. Item will
come in original packaging. See more. Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Sold by Amazon
Warehouse and Fulfilled by Amazon. Color: Chrome Housing Amber Reflector. About this item
This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These
items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by
autosaver Sold by Vepagoo Auto and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Customers who viewed
this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. More items
to explore. Dorman Tail Lamp Socket. Compare with similar items. Register a free business
account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your
search again later. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Easy to install Undo the
screws, clips, or retainer springs that hold the headlight in place. Featured items you may like.
See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images.
Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Order a set for my jeep. Had a little hiccup at
first but after emailing costumer service they got back to me within hours. Solved the problem.
It was perfect fit and the lights look great. Better than other ones out there. Does not come with
the bulbs or harness. You must use your old bulbs and harness. They look great installed.
Sealed nicely and after a few days of rain and cold temperatures,no moisture inside. The light
pattern is almost perfect. The reflectors are as good or better than OEM. I will definitely buy
again. By MCR on December 4, Images in this review. Just installed these today. The lights are
fully adjustable vertically despite all the online angry mechanic reviews. You do not have to
remove the battery or air box Jesus people, do a little research before the angry reviews. See
the photos for the phillips screwdriver adjustment. In all fairness, there are no instructions
included. This is for a Jeep Grand Cherokee. I replaced all of the bulbs since they were 16 years
old. Turn signals are NA, running lights are NA 2 per light. The high and low sockets will take a
little bit of finagling to seat and twist properly. Use dielectric grease on all the sockets, O-rings,
and flat gaskets to assist. Place some white lithium grease on the aluminum posts what the
seller is calling in their photo 'Beam Left-Right Adjusting Screw' before assembly into the
plastic sockets. Take your time! Overall, the fit is decent and looks great, only time will tell if
they are sealed properly or breakdown under UV sunlight. Not an exact OEM replacement and
maybe a little bit wobbly if you press hard on them, but for the price and time 5 stars from me.
By EricJ on January 4, Fit perfectly, look great! By JMC on March 23, I installed these in a Jeep
Grand Cherokee Limited. First impressions are positive. Lights were well packaged. I should
have lightly buffed the lenses before spraying because the clear coat couldn't adhere well to the
smooth surface. The result was an orange peel effect. This doesn't seem to have much affect on
how the lights perform. Later I may buff the clear coat off and reapply. They light up the road
very well and the pattern they cast was just like the original headlights. Before I changed the
lights I parked with the lights shining on a garage door. I used sticky notes on the door to mark
where each light was aimed so I has something to assist me in aiming the new lights. The

driver's headlight was aimed perfectly but the passenger side was off significantly. It took quite
a few revolutions of the adjustment screw before it was aimed properly. In six months or so I'll
update this review to report how well they held up to the elements of rain, sun, heat and cold.
Not as smoked or dark as they look in the picture. I had no problems with the sockets fitting like
some others have. Easy to install and perfect like OE. Removing and installing the headlights
was relatively straight forward. Once out the process moved quick. Easy to remove the light
fixtures and I installed all new bulbs while Inhad them out. Getting the lights installed was a bit
of a task, especially trying to get the top, outside clip to engage. A little extra pressure and they
went in. All good now. I bought these, but I found out that they are two different versions. Easy
way to tell is look at the back of the headlight and look at the posts that hold the light bulbs in
place. On my Jeep which is still original, my post are offset so that clear plastic piece can only
go on one way. Also look at the posts that the clear piece gets mounted to. My original lights
have all three stud mounts round which means the lo beam lights when mounted are equal in
depth. This particular one that I bought and many of the ones here at Amazon if you look closely
one of the stud mounts is square. Why does this matter? If you get a pair that has the round
studs like mine then you can use any bulb and any LED bulbs. If you get the one with a square
stud mount then you cannot use LED bulbs as the rear of the LED housing is much larger so it
will not sit deep in to the holder. This is not a dig at the product, it was well made. It was very
nice looking, all adjustments easy to locate and will fit the years mentioned for Jeeps. Just
make sure you get the right one. It is impossible to adjust aiming screws when light is installed.
You must pop whole headlight back out of the three plastic retainers holding the screws many
times and each time you risk breaking one of the retainers which then you would have to order
from third party. Cheapest retainer is around Also had to trim low beam bulb tabs. The low
beam would not fit without doing so, but fit tightly after trimming. Had to put silicon bead
around the high beam bulb because it fit loosely. Of course without a seal of silicon, moisture is
going to creep into whole assembly after a while and moisture will ruin your new light. Yeah it
may take a while but guarantee it will happen. I just hope the silicon doesn't melt but hopefully
since its behind the bulb, it will hold up. All the other bulbs fit snugly with no trimming. Yeah
you can install these headlights fast if you don't aim them pop them in and hope for the best or
care if a bulb is loose and blind other drivers or lights up the tree tops, but I had to mess around
for a long time getting them aimed correctly and trimming bulb tabs, etc. Other than that they
look good once you get installed correctly. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. I
took the lights out of the box and in 15 minutes they were installed. No setting up was needed.
Fit great, with no issues. Report abuse. Perfect fit nice and clear lenses. Pages with related
products. See and discover other items: oem jeep part , jeep grand cherokee parts ,
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